
ECS Designated as Premier Partner
for Google Cloud Platform

Leading cloud practice helps customers
adopt, manage, and maximize use of
Google Cloud Platform
FAIRFAX, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE )--ECS , a leading provider of advanced
technology, science, and engineering solutions, was awarded Premier
Partner status for Google Cloud Platform. To achieve the distinction, ECS’
cloud experts received extensive architecture training and certifications,
met a rigorous set of technical criteria, and demonstrated strong expertise
in working with customers building innovative solutions on Google Cloud
Platform.

“Google is a key technology provider to global enterprises spanning
consumer, public sector, and commercial markets,” said John Sankovich ,
vice president of cloud solutions at ECS. “Google’s engineering expertise
enables a cloud platform that helps customers create intelligence from data
and accelerate innovation in areas like application modernization, big data,
machine learning and AI. ECS is proud to have reached Google Cloud’s
highest level of Premier Partner status and to offer Google Cloud Platform to
our customers as they continue their cloud adoption lifecycle.”

ECS offers cloud consulting, managed services, and full and direct resale
access to all Google Cloud Platform services and regions worldwide through
ECS’ Cloud Center of Excellence (CCoE). The ECS CCoE focuses on delivering
cloud best practices to customers in commercial and public sector markets.
ECS currently provides expert Google Cloud Platform solutions deploying
mission-critical workloads to some of the largest organizations in the world.

About ECS

ECS, a segment of ASGN, delivers advanced solutions and services in cloud,
cybersecurity, artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), application
and IT modernization, and science and engineering. The company solves
critical, complex challenges for customers across the U.S. public sector,
defense, intelligence and commercial industries. ECS maintains partnerships
with leading cloud, cybersecurity, and AI/ML providers and holds specialized
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certifications in their technologies. Headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia, ECS
has more than 2,400 employees throughout the U.S. and has been
recognized as a Top Workplace by The Washington Post for the last five
years. For more information, visit www.ECStech.com .

About ASGN

ASGN Incorporated (NYSE: ASGN) is one of the foremost providers of IT and
professional services in the technology, digital, creative, healthcare
technology, engineering, life sciences, and government sectors. ASGN and
its divisions  are viewed as best in class across multiple industries
and have built an outstanding reputation for excellence over the past 33
years. ASGN is based in Calabasas, California, with multiple offices
throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe. To learn more,
visit www.asgn.com .
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